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Christianity has faith in its assumptions about the resurrection not the resurrection!
Even if there is evidence Jesus rose from the dead there is no evidence at all that Jesus is still alive. There is no evidence
evidence. There is no historical evidence. There is no scientific evidence. Proving Jesus rose from the dead and it is
important only works for the past. What is as important and in a sense most important is that Jesus is alive now. Religion
is dishonest for it distracts you with the resurrection as in an alleged past event and does nothing to show you Jesus is alive
now.
The doctrine of fading away was dominant in that time. The idea was that you lived in Sheol like a bodily thing though this
was after death and faded away. Jesus himself could have thought he would live forever and be wrong. The fading
doctrine cannot be ruled out when we don't know how Jesus rose.
The Bible statement that God raised Jesus says nothing about how it was done. It only says that God did it.
In 2 Kings 13:21, a corpse is placed in the tomb of Elisha. The corpse came into contact with Elisha's bones. The man rose
from the dead. Was Jesus raised by somebody's relics?
Was Jesus raised by Satan or black magic? God can use Satan's works to cheat him.
Matthew says other people rose the time Jesus died so did one of them pretend to be Jesus or get mistaken for him?
Perhaps one or more appearances of Jesus in the Bible were not of Jesus at all?
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One or two tiny details say Jesus was touchable. They are treated as so unimportant which does not inspire confidence that
Jesus rose bodily from the dead.

Paul suggests that people like Jesus are physical bodies when they are planted and rise as spiritual bodies. He compares the
transformation to the stars. The body is seen as a seed which could suggest that Jesus just dissolved in the tomb so that he
turned into something more like a spirit or angel though not exactly.
There is no evidence that he really rose on the third day for he was entombed so he could have risen on Friday as soon as
the tomb was shut. Jesus predicted he would rise on the third day and prophecy is a test. It shows he really did know the
future and God was telling him what he would do. Except there is no evidence he really rose on the third day. A prophecy
to appear on the third day to people is not the same thing.
God could have put him in a miraculous coma that looked like death so we don't know if he died at all.

If Jesus saving us by dying for us is so important and he had to rise again to show us that salvation and to give us a
foretaste it follows that he could have got around it by raising other people instead. If resurrections are needed to show us
something then it does not matter much who rises!
Rising from the dead is a body just being resuscitated but resurrecting is seen in terms of much more. The person comes
back but is very different and is glorious and magical. What if Jesus rose and gradually turned into a resurrected being?
There is no evidence in the New Testament that he was witnessed as glorious and exalted and immortal. Being dead is
incidental when it comes to resurrecting. Paul says the living will be taken up to the sky one day and transformed or
resurrected without dying. Those who are alive when Jesus comes back can hardly be killed so that they can rise again!

